July 7, 2015
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Lynxspring Announces the Lynxspring Exchange
and Partner Conference
Lee’s Summit, MO ‐‐ Lynxspring, a premier developer and provider of open, IP‐control solutions for
building automation, energy management, cyber protection, and device‐to‐enterprise integration today
announced it will hold The Lynxspring Exchange and Partner Conference on October 26 ‐28, 2015 at the
Argosy Hotel and Casino in Riverside, Missouri.

The Lynxspring Exchange and Partner Conference will bring together Lynxspring’s ecosystem and
community of business partners, integrators, contractors, OEMs, technology partners, industry
professionals and practitioners to exchange, collaborate, network and learn about today’s operating
systems and solutions for operating facilities smarter, safer, securely, more efficiently, and at peak
performance levels and the latest in advanced smart‐device applications. It is an opportunity to
Connect, Converse, Exchange, and Interact with individuals delivering and deploying technology and
solutions that are changing how buildings and facilities are managed and operate.

The conference will include sessions about operating systems and solutions running and managing
facilities smarter, safer, securely, more efficiently and at peak performance levels and workshops to help
advance Lynxspring’s ecosystem and partners achieve more with their businesses through technology
and value.
“This conference is important as advances in technology and the changes in how facilities operate
continue to play a key role in how we interact, collaborate, manage, secure and smarten up our
buildings”, said Marc Petock, Vice President Marketing, Lynxspring. “The Lynxspring Exchange will
provide attendees an excellent opportunity to catch up on the latest technologies and the business of
operating our buildings better and offers a strong foundation for doing that”.

What:

The Lynxspring Exchange

When:

October 26‐28, 2015

Where:

The Argosy Hotel & Casino
Riverside, MO
www.argosykansascity.com

More information on The Lynxspring Exchange can be found at www.lynxspringexchange.com.
About Lynxspring
Lynxspring is changing the way devices, systems, and people communicate and collaborate across
enterprises. Embracing open, interoperable IP‐based software and hardware platforms, we design,
manufacture and distribute JENEsys®( Powered by Niagara), Onyxx™ and Helixx™ based automation and
cyber security technology and edge‐to‐enterprise solutions for Building Automation, Energy
Management, Cyber Protection, Equipment Control and other Specialty applications. Our technologies
simplify the automation and information architecture across the enterprise and significantly lowers cost
and enables users to go further to manage and operate their facilities and equipment smarter, safer,
securely, more efficiently, and at peak performance levels. www.lynxspring.com
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